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What we can offer now…

A collection of glossaries

TermCoord

- **COLLECTs** glossaries in any specialised domain monitoring the web on a daily basis

- **SELECTs** the glossaries according to source, reliability and content
What we can offer now…

A collection of glossaries
What we can offer now…

Limits and frustrations:

- search by keyword works only in the titles of glossaries
- it doesn’t search for terms in each glossary
- too many clicks and time-consuming
- user is not sure to find the term in the listed glossaries
At TermCoord we like to dream big
And we are dreaming of converting
in

a real metasearch tool
That would search for a term in all the glossaries with just one click!
GlossarySearch will be fed by TermCoord with new glossaries collected from the web and selected according to source, reliability and content.
• Can be connected to any database

• Whenever…

it will proceed to a further research
- either as an option
- or automatically.

• It could also provide a list of candidate terms for interlinked databases
So, for example, when a term is not to be found in IATE…
will make you happy